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hypothesis. Moreover, the activation energy in range II, after
correcting for the slope in range I, is substantially equal to the
work function, thus confirming his picture. If Vink s conclusions
are accepted, then the previous assumption of a donor level about
1.4 ev below the conduction band appears unwarranted. In fact,
Vink's slope in range I would lead one to expect a smaller value
of b e, v hich might be as low as 0.1—0.4 ev in an active cathode.

What we want especially to point out here is that donors this
close to the conduction band are highly, if not completely, ionized
above 800'K for n&

——3)(10IV/cm'. If one assumes completely
ionized donors and a negligible contribution from the full band, '
then the emission equation becomes'

~=nt, e(2mm} &(kT)&(1—r) exp( —x/k 1). (3)

Note that the work function in this case is equal to x and should
be determined from an i/T& plot; using Wright's data, ~ we obtain

x= 1.08 ev. If rtt, is again taken as 3)& 10'~/cm' and r =0, Kq. (3)
predicts an emission density at 740'C of 1.0 amp/cm', compared
to the experimental d.c. values of the order of 0.5 amp/cd. For
the case of strongly, but not completely, ionized donors, the
calculated value is somewhat lower than 1.0 amp/cm' ~ Hence, the
concept of highly ionized donors greatly improves the agreement
with experiment for well-activated (Ba—Sr)O cathodes.

We are indebted to Professor G. E. Uhlenbeck for the final form
of this letter and to Dr. O. S. Du6endack for his encouragement
and support.

'A. S. Eisenstein, Advances in Electronics. I. Oxide Coated Cathodes
(Academy Press, Inc. , New York, 1948).' E. Nishibori and H. Kawamura, Proc. Phys. Math. Soc. Japan 22, 378
(1940).

~ R. H. Fowler, Statistical Mechanics (Cambridge University Press,
London, 1936), p. 402.

4 R. O. Jenkins and R. H. S. Newton, Nature 163, 572 (1949).
~ D. A. Wright, Proc. Phys. Soc. 362, 188 (1949).Wright represents his

data by an equivalent Richardson formula which we replotted in the
i /T~t4 form.

e H. J. Vink, Thesis, Leiden, 1948 (in Dutch with English summary).
Limited copies available at Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven,
Netherlands. See forthcoming paper by Loosjes and Vink in Philips Re-
search Reports.' Vink also reports a third region of still different shope above 1000'K
which does not concern us here.

8 With a thermal band separation as small as 2 ev, the full band contri-
bution at 1200'K is negligible.
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l
TILIZING a new technique which has rendered feasible the

selective detection of the charged components of cosmic
radiation, the composition of the primaries has been established
and heavy particles have been discovered. The results, originally
described only in Navy reports' have subsequently been confirmed

by investigations involving photographic plates and cloud cham-
bers. s Although it had heretofore been our intention to withhold
publication pending the completion of an elaborate series of
experiments of the type to be described, preoccupation with other
matters has repeatedly introduced delays to such an extent that
it now seems expedient to report briefly upon the results obtained
thus far.

The method utilizes 6-M counters filled under conditions
exploiting the dependence of the probability of discharge upon
specific ionization. The combination of such counters into a
coincidence train, and the establishment of a minimum range
through interposed absorber, result in a device capable of dis-
criminating violently among different types of particles.

It is well known that the probability of discharge E (the so-
called "efBciency") of a 6-M counter is determined by the

TABLE I. Dependence of counting ef6ciency P upon specific ionization.
E =1 —e t'j'; coincidence counting efficiencies &E", and discrimination ob-
tainable for particles of various specific ionizations.

IEI

25%
180
50%

IEa

0.4%

0.04%

4En

61%
25%

4Eny, En

60
90

203
625

TABLE II. Typical flight, 4 counters (6 cm Hg of H2) in coincidence. +

Particle

Electron
Mesotron
Proton
Helium
Lithium (and heavier)

Relative prim. ion.

1

1
1
4

&10

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.50

~0.96

~ E4 =expected counting efliciency for various particles penetrating
terrestrial magnetic field. Observed counting efficiency above 90,000 ft.
Eo' =0.23 &0.03.

where s=number of ion pairs per cm produced at standard
pressure in the gas with which counter is filled, i=average path
length through the counter, p=pressure in counter (fraction of
an atmosphere). In the case of a coincidence train, the probability
of registering an event is determined by the product of the
probabilities of discharge of the individual components. Hence,
for identical counters, this is given by:

E„—E (2)

where E„is the probability of an rt-fold coincidence.
Table I indicates the degree of discrimination which it is

possible to realize by means of a suitable combination of G-M
counters filled at very low pressure. The notation employed in
this table is self-explanatory. It is seen that heavily-ionizing
particles may be detected under conditions precluding the trigger-
ing of an event by particles of minimum ionization. Table II
summarizes the pertinent quantities characterizing a particular
typical experiment. The final column labeled E' indicates the
expected counting efIIciency for various particles having sufhcient
energy to penetrate the terrestrial magnetic field. The experi-
mentally-observed counting efBciency near the "top of the
atmosphere" equal to 0.23+0.03 should be compared with that
of 0.02 expected for a primary radiation consisting entirely of
protons.

The method of analyzing the primary cosmic radiation on the
basis of these experiments is exemplified by the following set of
equations:

1=fP+fa+fH,
E =fPEP +faEa +fHEH y

&'=fP~P +fata +fH@H'.

(3)
(4)
(5)

Here f~ represents the fraction of the total primary radiation
comprised of particles of type A; Ez" is the efIIciency of an e-fold
coincidence train for particles of type A; E" is the observed net
counting efficiency; P, n, and H identify protons, helium nuclei,
and heavier particles respectively. All quantities E are determined
experimentally, and from a comparison among the data obtained
in independent experiments where new values of E appear, the
fractions fg may be computed. It is seen that (k—1) Bights
determine the relative intensities of k types of particles.

Flights embodying counters filled at different pressures, and
containing difterent quantities of interposed absorber, are still in
progress. Heavy particles were first detected during a free-balloon

probability that a particle will produce at least one ion pair during
its traversal of the sensitive volume of the counter.

E is given by the expression 3

E=1—e "I'
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ascent on July 11, 1947, in which events ascribable to primaries of
Z&2 were observed at altitudes exceeding 15 mm of Hg. It has
since become possible, through analyses such as that described
above, to ascertain that approximately one-third of the incoming
cosmic rays are alpha-particles {the presence of helium atoms was
originally predicted by Swann4), and the remainder predominantly
protons, with a small percentage of particles having higher
atomic numbers.

The possible inhuence of stars, bursts, air showers, etc. , upon
these experiments has been investigated by means of an arrange-
ment whereby an out-of-line counter replaces an in-line counter
in the quadruple coincidence train at predetermined altitudes
during the course of a Qight. The relative frequency of out-of-line
events compared with that of events produced by single particles
makes it improbable that spurious eHects are responsible for the
high e%ciencies observed.

~ Assisted by the Joint Program of the ONR and the AE( .
1 Progress Report, Contract N6ori-144, Bartol Research Foundation,

July 15, 1947; subsequent dates. Semi-Annual Report, Contract N6ori-144,
Bartol Research Foundation, September 15, 1947; September 15, 1948;
March 15, 1949. See also Phys. Rev. 75, 1316 (1949).

'Freier, Lofgren, Ney, Oppenheimer, Bradt, and Peters, Phys. Rev. 74,
213 (1948).' W. E. Danforth and W. E. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 49, 854 (1936),' W. F. G. Swann, J. Franklin Inst. 236, 1 (1943).
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T is generally accepted that positive quadrupole moments {Q)
~ ~ indicate nuclei which are elongated in the direction of the
spin (I) axis, and alice ne'su for negative Q. In this note it is
suggested that the spatial distortion of nuclei, and hence Q
values, arise in the Grst order of approximation from incomplete
proton and/or neutron sub-shells.

In Table I are tabulated the nuclei for which Q values are
known. "On the basis of nuclear shell theory, level assignments
of the nucleons in the incomplete shells are given in column 4 of
this table. These assignments lead to conclusions as to the signs
of the quadrupole moments, which are also given in column 4.
In drawing these conclusions the following assumptions were
made: (j.) The shapes of nuclei are determined by the probability-
density distributions ~* of the independent nucleons in the
incomplete shells. (2) Completely closed shells or sub-shells
{which are spherically symmetrical) do not contribute to Q.
Likewise, since pairs of nucleons make no contribution to I,
unGlled sub-shells with even numbers of nucleons to a Grst order
of approximation make no contribution to Q. Accordingly, only
incomplete shells with odd numbers of nucleons are listed in the
table. (3) In an unGlled shell having an odd number of nucleons,
the "unpaired" nucleon has an m; value equal to I, and the other
nucleons distribute themselves in pairs among the remaining
values of m; (m; is the magnetic quantum number with respect to
the I Geld). (4) A sub-shell with only one nucleon in the state
rn;= ( I ~

endows the nucleus with a negative Q value. A sub-shell
with an odd number of nucleons in states rtr;= ~I ~, +st, Ass,
generally will produce a nucleus of positive Q value, the magnitude
being the greater the more the nucleons are concentrated in the
states of lower values of m;.

The order of the sub-shells follows closely that given by Mayer. '
There is a certain amount of arbitrariness in selecting sub-shells
for the higher Z and E nuclei, but for Z or % ~& 20 the latitude of
selection is fairly narrow. The case of lQK' is of interest because
the shell interpretation indicates a positive Q value and the
tabu1ated negative value is as yet only an estimate. ' Other partic-
ularly rigid selections are In'", In"', Sb~', Hg~" and Bi~os, which
occur in the regions of closed shells. The experimental values in
these cases, and in all other cases with the possible exception of

TABLE I. Interpretation of quadrupole moments.

Nucleus Q I
1H'
SLis
SLiv
SBio

11

vN"
leA157
isSee
17Cies
17Cl»
ieKse
igK41
esCuss
eeCuss
eiGase
eiGavi
ssAs»
esBrve
asBrs'
asKres

vRbsv
49in»e

+0.0027 1
1—0.020 3/2

+0.060 3

+0.030 3/2
+0.020 1
+0.156 5/2—0.050 3/2—0.079 3/2—0.062 3/2—0.030 3/2—0.020 3/2—0.010 3 /2—0.010 3/2
+0.232 3/2
+0.147 3/2
+0.300
+0.280 3/2
+0.230 3/2
+0.150 9/2

+0.170 3/2
+1.300 9 /2

49ln»s +1 17 9/2

51Sb»1
ssl127
salus

—0.90 5/2-0.60 5/2—0.43 7/2
3/2

57La'ss +0.20 7/2

seEulsi
seEu153
vegblve
71I u175

711 u»S

+1.20 5/2
+2.50 5/2
+3.9 5/2
+5.9 7/2
+7 )7

7STalsi
Reiss

75Reiev
soHgsoi
es Bjvos

+6.0 7/2
+2.8 5/2
+2.6 5 /2
+0.50 3/!2—0.40 9/2

Nucleon configuration of unfilled she'ls"'

I site proton, isite neutron. Q =zero
1Pits proton, 1Pite neutron. Q zero
1Pste proton, mi ——)3/2) negative Q
3Pete protons, vnt = +1/2, ) 3/2 )

Span neutrons, m; = at/2, [3/2(}n
3Pete protons, mt = +1/2, ) 3/2) positive Q
1Pit2 proton, 1Pits neutron. Q =zero
Sdsy. protons, mt=+1/2, +3/2, )5/2) positive Q
idste neutron, m& =)3/2) negative Q
1dste proton, mt = 3/2) negative Q
idste proton, mv = 3/2) negative Q
3dete protons, mt = +1/2, 3/2 positive Q
3det„protons, mi = +1/2, 3/2 positive Q
1Pete proton, mi = 3/2 j negative Q
1Pa!e proton, mv = 3/2) negative Q
3Pete protons, m; = +1/2, 3/2

'

positive Q
3Pste proton~, mt ——~1/2, 3/2 positive Q
3Pete protons, mt = &1/2, 3/2 positive Q
3Pete protons, mi = +1/2, 3/2 positive Q
3Pstv protons, mi = +1/2, ~ 3/2 positive Q
7gete neutrons, mt = &3/2, +5 /2, &7/2, ) 9/2 j

positive Q
3Pete protons, m, =+2/2, )3/2) positive Q
9gs/2 protons, mt = ~1/2, +3/2„+5/2, +7/2,

) 9/2 j positive Q
9g9/2 protons, ntt = +1 /2, ~3 /2, +5 /2, +7 /2,

)9/2) positive Q
idst2 proton, mv ——5/2 negative Q
idste proton, mt = 5/2 negative Q
igvte proton, mi = 7/2) negative Q
1dste neutron, mt ——

) 3/2 j negative Q.
or 3dete neutrons, mt=&1/2, )3/2) positive Q

7gvte protons, mt = &1/2, &3/2, +5/2, ) 7/2 )

positive Q
Sdste protons, mi = %1/2, &3/2, 5/2 positive Q
Sdste protons, mi = ~1/2, ~3/2, 5/2 positive Q
Sfst2neutrons, mt =&1/2, &3/2, )S/2) positive Q
3gvts protons, mi = +1/2, 7 /2 positive Q
3gvte protons, mi = %1/2, 7/2
7frrr neutronsrnr= ~, 1/2, &3/2, AS/2, (7/2()

positive Q
Sgvtte protons, mt =+1/2, &3j2, )7/2) positive Q
3dste protons, mi = &1/2, 5/2 positive Q
3dste protons, mi = +1/2, 5/2 positive Q
3Pste neutrons, mv = +1/2, ) 3/2 ) positive Q
lhs/e proton, mi = )9/2) negative Q

~ The number in front of the angular momentum value of the nucleon
state denotes the number of nucleons in this state, not the print. ipal quan-
tum number.
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ECENT experiments" with pure He' show that it can be
expected that in the near future measurements of the second

virial coeKcient B(T) of the equation of state I'V=ET(1+8/V
+ ~ ~ .) will be available. In this connection it might be of interest
to communicate brieQy the results of a theoretical calculation of
the second virial coe%cient of He'.

As the intermolecular forces, which are determined entirely by
the electronic structure of the molecules, are the same in the cases
He' and He4, the second virial coefBcients would be exactly equal
in classical theory. In quantum theory, however, the second virial
coeKcients are not equal, because of the difference in de Broglie
wave-length of He' and He' molecules to which must be added
the inQuence of the fact that the wave functions in He' must be
anti-symmetrical and those of He4 symmetrical at permutation
of the molecules.

Xei3', are in accord with the shell interpretation. It would appear
also that apart from Q being dependent upon the distribution of
nucleons among the m; states, the magnitude of Q increases with
increase of oscillator quantum number of the unGlled nucleon level.

1H. H. Goldsmith and D. R. Inglis, BNL-1-5 (October, 1948). B. T.
Feld, Nuclear Science Series, Preliminary Report No. 2 (September, 1948).

5 W. Gordy, Phys. Rev. 76, 139 (1949).' M. G. Mayer, Phys. Rev. 75, 1969 (1949).


